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Welcome!

Presented by:
Kay Jackson
Kay.Jackson@iatric.com
Agenda

- Meaningful Use Manager Overview
- Hear from a customer—the MU team from Good Samaritan Hospital – Los Angeles
- High Level Meaningful Use Manager demo
What is Meaningful Use Manager

- Automated calculation of N/D measures
- Dashboard tracking for Core and Menu Set Objectives
- Automated calculation of CQMs
- Real time data
Benefits

Place of Truth for Meaningful Use

Attachments and content

Patient included and excluded report

Certified for any HIS System

Pulls data from all systems

At-a-glance daily status of Meaningful Use
Good Samaritan Hospital, Los Angeles CA

Shula Gehlhuss – Director, Clinical Informatics
Craig Bremmer – Project Leader Revenue Cycle Applications & Interfaces

www.goodsam.org
Product Demonstration

Meaningful Use Manager

Meaningful Use Manager with Clinical Quality Measures
Thank you for attending. Come by our booth (#501) for more information or to have a personal discussion.

Kay Jackson
Kay.jackson@iatric.com
978-805-3104
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